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times of the year. These are Spring, ….........................., Autumn and ….......................... and 

they are called …........................... 

In Spring, plants start growing again and ….......................... get new leaves. After Spring, 

Summer comes. It's usually much hotter than ….........................., and people can go 

swimming in the sea or in the lake, they can go hiking in the ….......................... or relax on 

the ….......................... during their holidays. Autumn comes after Summer. You can see 

many ….......................... in the countryside and the air starts to become colder. It is 

sometimes windy, the leaves turn orange, brown and ….........................., and they fall from 

the trees. ….......................... look beautiful and people like going for walks through them. 

Then comes the ….......................... (or first!) part of the year, Winter. In this time of the 

year it is usually very …........................... If it snows, everything turns …........................... 

You can also see ….......................... on lakes, but there is no color in the fields and 

countryside now. People can go ….........................., sledging and skiing. 

 

EXERCISE 

weather December year Summer Winter white  

trees seasons Spring mountains Beach skating  

colors red forests last cold ice  

In some countries the ….......................... is generally warm. In other places on   

Earth, from January to ….......................... it is cold during the 12 months of the   

…...........................  

There are countries which have very difficult kinds of weather during different   
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FULL TEXT 

In some countries the weather is generally warm. In other places on Earth, from January to 

December it is cold during the 12 months of the year. 

There are countries which have very difficult kinds of weather during different times of the year. 

These are Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter and they are called seasons. In Spring, plants start 

growing again and trees get new leaves. After Spring, Summer comes. It's usually much hotter 

than Spring, and people can go swimming in the sea or in the lake, they can go hiking in the 

mountains or relax on the beach during their holidays. 

Autumn comes after Summer. You can see many colors in the countryside and the air starts to 

become colder. It is sometimes windy, the leaves turn orange, brown and red, and they fall from 

the trees. Forests look beautiful and people like going for walks through them. 

Then comes the last (or first!) part of the year, Winter. In this time of the year it is usually very 

cold. If it snows, everything turns white. You can also see ice on lakes, but there is no color in the 

fields and countryside now. People can go skating, sledging and skiing. 


